
3 bedroom Apartment for Long Term Rent in Alhaurin de la Torre, Málaga

Luxury 3-Bedroom Apartment in Sol Andalusí Resort - Modern Comfort and Spectacular Views
Discover exceptional value in the sought-after Sol Andalusí Resort with this recently reformed, west-facing apartment
offering modern comforts and breathtaking views. Featuring 3 spacious bedrooms, 2 luxurious bathrooms (including a
master en-suite), and a large, sun-drenched terrace, this middle-floor unit is perfect for families.

Key Features

* Prime Location: Nestled in the picturesque Sol Andalusí Resort, renowned for its serene environment and stunning
surroundings.
* Modern Interior: Tastefully remodeled with high-end finishes, including travertine marble floors, double-glazed
windows, and top-of-the-range Bosch and AEG kitchen appliances.
* Outdoor Living: Enjoy a 48m² terrace with panoramic views of the lake, gardens, communal pool, and Sierra de Mijas
mountains. Part covered to provide shade during peak sunshine.
* Exclusive Amenities: Benefit from 24-hour security, two saltwater pools, a Chiringuito pool bar, Technogym, mini-
market, café, padel and tennis courts, football and basketball courts, and more.
* Convenient Parking: The property includes the best-located 18m² parking space adjacent to the lift.
* Community Facilities: Upcoming amenities include an indoor heated pool, spa, and a boutique restaurant,
enhancing the luxurious lifestyle on offer.
* Strategic Location: Excellent transport links to Málaga City, airport, and Technology Park (PTA). Close to beaches,
shopping centers, and four nearby golf courses.

Why Choose Sol Andalusí Resort?

* Exceptional Weather: Enjoy over 320 days of sunshine annually in a region famous for its climate.
* Active Lifestyle: Engage in various outdoor activities with extensive sports facilities and beautifully landscaped
gardens.
* Secure Environment: Peace of mind with 24-hour gated security and CCTV surveillance.
* Alhaurín de la Torre: Provides the  perfect lifestyle with a balance mix of rural charm and modern convenience.

This is a rare opportunity to rent a luxury apartment in the prestigious Sol Andalusí Resort, ideal as a long term
residence. Offered unfurnished, this apartment is ready for you to make it your own.

Contact us now to arrange your viewing appointment and experience the unparalleled lifestyle that Sol Andalusí
Resort offers.

  3 bedrooms   2 bathrooms   Swimming Pool

1,800€ p/m

 Property marketed by Property Directors Costa del Sol, S.L.
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